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Introduction to “The River” Visual 
People with developmental disabilities or struggling Executive Functioning skills may require more than just a verbal 

conversation to problem-solve challenging situations and behaviors. This visual is meant to help caregivers visualize obstacles 

the person is having and supports for addressing those obstacles. You can talk about how everyone has obstacles, and use the 

visual with a problem you have.  

 

When you brainstorm both obstacles and supports, ask the person for their concerns and ideas first. Always follow their lead 

and try their solutions/supports first, even if you aren’t sure it will work. You can hear our podcast introducing this visual in more 

detail at www.tinyurl.com/rivervisual 

 

You are welcome to redistribute this visual without altering it. You can find at high-quality PDF on our website, 

www.oregonbehavior.com (click “Resources”). Please visit our Youtube channel at www.youtube.com/OregonBehavior for videos 

about specific supports that you can use.  

Pick a boat (or use another visual such as a photo of the person) to 

represent the person going down the river. (Move right to left on the 

visual.)  

http://www.oregonbehavior.com/
http://www.youtube.com/OregonBehavior


 

  

Obstacles 
Use these images to help the person discuss challenges, problems, 

or difficulties in reaching their goal or managing their behavior. 

Always ask the person what they think the challenges are and use 

their ideas first.  

 
Examples of obstacles may be: concerns about expectations, difficulty 

thinking quickly (processing), impulsivity, disagreement, anxiety, difficulty 

with attention, not wanting to do an activity/chore, difficulty with social 

cues, etc.  



 

  

Supports 
Use these images to help the person discuss potential supports to 

their problem, concerns, or difficulties. You may want to write the 

specific support on the visual if the person struggles with memory.  

 
Examples of supports may be: stopping and thinking, following a plan 

(e.g. calming down in another area), asking for help, taking a break, using 

a sensory toy, taking more time, breaking tasks into smaller parts, 

adjusting expectations, etc.  



 

 

 

 


